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CONNECTICUT. 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that‘ I, JOSEPH SACHS, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at Hart 
ford, in the county of Hartford and State 

5 of Connecticut, have invented an Improve~ 
ment in Safety-Fuses, of which the following 
is a speci?cation. 
My present invention is designed as an im 

provement upon the device shown and de 
10 scribed in Letters Patent granted to me No 

vember 7, 1899, No. 636,565. In fuses of the 
character described in this patent and where’ 
the connections between the indicator-wire‘ 
and the fuse-wire are on the surface dif?» 

I 5 culty sometimes arises in the burning of the 
contacts; and the object of the present inven-' 
tion'is to overcome the said di?iculty. 

It is essential with the indicator that at 
least a portion of it should be visible, so as 

20 to make known the disruption of the fuse 
within the case, and in carrying out the pres 
ent invention the indicator-wire is so placed 
that a portion of its length between the re 
spective ends of the case and the terminals 

25 isvisible upon the surface of the case inclos 
ing the fusible strip. ‘The indicator - wire 
may be visible at about the central part of 
the case and pass through the case and its 
ends be beneath the case to electrically con 

30 tact with the terminals, or the same may be 
visible adjacent to the metal ends and termi 
nals and pass through the case with the cen 
tral portion beneath and within the case, or 
the said indicator-wire may be visible adja~ 

3 5 cent to one metal end or terminal of the case 
and be invisible at the other end. The size 
of the indicator-wire may be varied, and the 
construction or character of the terminals or 
metal ends to the case may be varied, and 

40 the indicator-wire may, if desired, be cov— 
ered where Visible by a pastor or label, either 
wholly or partially, so that the same may burn 
when the indicator-wire is disrupted. ‘ 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a longitudinal 
45 section illustrating my improvement. ‘Figs. 

2, 3, 4, and 5 are similar longitudinal sections, 
showing, however, slightly-modi?ed forms of 
the invention. 

I prefer to employ a tubular case a, of ill 
50 sulating material, into which a non-conduct 

‘ ing ?lling b is placed, and a (Z are‘the termi 
nals of the fuse-strip e, which fuse-strip is of 
metal adapted to be'melted by the passage of 
an electric current in excess, so as to break 
the circuit before any of the translating de- 55 

1 vices in the circuit are liable to injury. The 
metal ends or caps f are electrically connect 
ed with the terminals. These electrical con 
nections may be in the form of transverse 
pins 2, as shown in Figs. 1, 2, which pass 
through the metal ends, through the tubular 
case and the insulating material, and to 
which the terminals 0 d are connected with 
in the case. ‘These pins, as in the former 
patent, serve the purpose of‘ connecting the 65 
case to a foundation. The terminals 0 d, as 
shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, may, however, be 
connected to and pass through the metal ends 
f, and pins 3, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, may 
be employed for securing the metal ends to 
the tubular case. 

9 represents the indicator-wire or second 
conductor, having a resistance that renders 
such wire adapted to act in connection with 
the fusible strip e, so that when an excess 75 
current disrupts the fusible strip it also de 
stroys the indicator-wire, so that the condi 
tion of the fuse is visually apparent.‘ This 
indicator-wire extends between the metal 
ends or terminals, so as to be electrically con 
nected with‘ the terminals, the sameyas the 
fusible strip. 
The different ?gures of the drawings show 

modi?cations in the manner of connecting the 
indicator-wire so that the object sought may 85 
be accomplished-namely, to prevent burn 
ing the contacts where the indicator-wire is 
entirely on the surface. 

In Fig. 1 the respective ends of the indica 
tor-wire are within the tubular case connected 
to the terminals, and the said indicator-wire 
passes through the case, and a portion of its 
length is visible upon the surface of the tubu 
lar case. 7 

In Fig. 2 the respective ends of the indi- 95 
cator-wire are connected to the metal ends or 
terminals outside of the case, and portions of 
the ends of the indicator-wire are visible upon 
the surface of the tubular. case adjacent to 
the metal ends where the indicator - wire too 
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passes through the tubular case and for the 
greater portion of its length within the case 
and adjacent to the under surface thereof. 

In Fig. 3, which is similar to Fig. 1, the cen 
tral portion of the indicator-wire is exposed 
at about thecentral portion of the tubular 
case for a small part of its length, and the 
same then passes through the tubular'case, 
and the greater portion at the respective ends 
of the indicator-Wire is within the tubular 
case adjacent to the under surface thereof, 
and the ends of the indicator-wire are re 
turned around the ends of the tubular case 
against the under surface of the metal endsf 
of the case Where the electrical connection 
is made, and in Fig. 3 I have shown the pastor 
or label 4 upon the surface of the tubular 
case covering and protecting the exposed por 
tion of the indicator-wire, and which paster 
or label is of course burned when the indi 
cator-wire is disrupted and destroyed. 

I In Fig. 4 the indicator-wire passes along 
through the tubular case from end to end 
against the under surface of the case and the 
ends are returned around the ends of the tu 
bular case and extend beneath the metal ends 
f, and I prefer here to interpose between the 
ends of the tubular case and the metal ends 
strips 5, of asbestos or similar non-conduct 
ing material,and to return the ends of the fuse 
wire around the ends of this material and to 
solder the same to the edges of the metal ends 
or caps, so that there are two small portions 
at the ends of the fusible strip that are ex 
posed Where disruption of the fuse will be 
visible. 

In Fig. 5 an approximate half of the indi 
cator-wire is exposed upon the surface of the 
tubular case with one free end passed be 
neath the metal end or cap, and the other ap 

' proximate half of the indicator-wire passes 
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through the tubular case and against the un 
der surface of the same with the free end re 
turned beneath the metal endfor cap. 

It will be noticed that in all of these modi 
?cations only a portion of the indicator wire 
or strip is exposed visually; but in all cases 
there is sufficient of the same exposed to show 
the destruction or disruption of the fusible 
strip within the case, so that the condition of 
the fuse is visually apparent. ' 

I claim as my invention- 
1. In a safety-fuse the combination with a 

tubular case of insulating material, a non 
conducting ?lling, a fusible strip extending 
through the tubular case, terminals and ends 
to the case electrically connected together 
and to the fuse-strip, of an indicator-wire 
with the free ends thereof connected elec 
trically with the terminals and metal ends of 
the case, and a part of the indicator-wire ex 
tending within the case against the inner sur 
face and a part exposed upon the outer sur 
face of the case, substantially as set forth. 

2. The combination in a safety-fuse With a 
tubular case of insulating material, a non= 
conducting ?lling, a fusible strip passing lon 

737,220 
gitudinally through the tubular case, termi 
nals to the fuse-strip, and metal ends to the 
case electrically connectedwith the termi 
nals, of an indicator-Wire with parts passing 

70 

through the material of the'tubular case, a , 
part of the length thereof exposed upon the 
outer surface of the tubular case, and parts 
extending along the tubular case against the 
inner surface thereof with the free ends con 

75 

nected electrically to the ends and terminals, ’ 
substantially as set forth. 

3. The combination in a safety-fuse with a 
tubular case of insulating material, a non 
conducting ?lling, a fusible strip passing lon 
gitudinally through the tubular case, termi 
nals to the fuse-strip, and metal ends to the 
case electrically connected with the termi 
nals, of an indicator-wire, with parts passing 
through the material of the tubular case, a 
part of the length thereof exposed‘ upon the 
outer surface of the tubular case and parts 
extending along the tubular case against the 
inner surface thereof with the free ends con 
nected electrically to the ends and terminals, 
and a pastor or label upon the tubular case 
covering the exposed portion of the indicator 
wire, substantially as set forth. 

at. In a safety-fuse, the combination with a 
case and means mechanically closing the ends 
thereof,~of a fusible strip extending through 
the case, terminals for the said fuse, and an 
indicator-wire partially within the case and 
partially exposed upon the outer surface of 
the case with its ends electrically connected 
with the fusible strip, substantially as set 
forth. , 

5. In a safety-fuse, the combination with a 
case, its ends and terminals, of a fusible strip 
extending through the case and electrically 
connected with the ends and terminals and 
an indicator-wire partially within the case 
and partially exposed upon the outer surface 
of the case with its ends electrically connect 
ed with the fusible strip, substantially as set 
forth. 

6. In a safety-fuse, the combination with a 
case and means mechanically closing the ends 
thereof, of a fusible strip extending through 
the case, a non-conducting ?lling material in 
the case surrounding the fusible strip, ter 
minals for the said fusible strip, and an indi 
cator-wire partially within the case and par 
tially exposed upon the outer surface of the 
case with its ends electrically connected with 
the fusible strip, substantially as speci?ed. 
' '7. In an electric fuse or cut-out, the com 
bination with an enveloped main fuse-wire 
and its casing, of an auxiliary or indicating 
fuse-wire within the casing but having an in 
dicating part extending to the outside of said 
casing. 
‘8. In an electric fuse or cut-out, the com 

bination with an enveloped main fuse-wire 
w and its casing, of an auxiliary or indicating 
fuse - wire within the casing, but having a 
part projecting through the casing to the out 

. side thereof. 
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9. In an electric fuse or cut-out, the com 
bination with an enveloped main fuse-wire 
and its casing, of an auxiliary or indicating 
fuse-Wire within the casing, but having a 
part looped through the wall of the casing to 
the outside thereof. 

10. In an electric fuse or cut-out, the com‘ 
bination with an enveloped fuse-wire and its 
casing, of an auxiliary or indicating fuse 
wire within the casing, but laced through 
openings in the wall of the casing so that a 
part thereof lies on the outside of the casing. 

11. In an electric fuse or cut-out, a casing, 
terminal caps for closing the ends of said 
casing, a main fuse-wire extending from one 
cap to the other within the casing, and an 
auxiliary or indicating fuse-wire within the 
casing connecting said caps but having a 

part between its ends projecting to the out 
side of the casing. 

12. In an electric fuse or cut-out, an in~ 
closing casing open at both ends, an auXil— 
iary or indicating fuse-wire, the opposite ex 
tremities of which lie against the outside of 
the casing, metallic terminal caps ?tting over 
and closing the open ends of the casing and 
pressing respectively against the extremities 
of the auxiliary fuse-wire making electrical 
contact therewith, and a main fuse connected 
between the terminal caps Within the casing. 

Signed by me this 16th day of February, 
1900. 

’ JOSEPH SACHS. 

Witnesses: 
GEO. T. PINCKNEY, 
S. T. HAVILAND. 
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